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Come the end of another year, everybody notes
how quickly time flies. This has surely been true in our
situation as well, and you surely recognize it when
you discover that it is time for another edition of our
newsletter.
It is with great appreciation that I want to sincerely
thank our Council, Committees and each and every
member that has made a contribution in this year to
make a success of all the meetings, the Congress
and social events that took place. I do think that we
can look back at another very successful year for
CEASA, but at the same time realize that we have
challenges that needs attention, and should be
addressed in the new year. These issues have been
discussed at the last Council meeting, and tasks
have been allocated to members to address these
challenges as well as we can within the limited time
we all have available.
At the Council meeting it was also decided to
award honorary membership to Johan van Roon, a
long time, dedicated member of CEASA. We will still
award his honorary membership to him at a later
function. Thanks Johan for all the years of loyal
service, not only to CEASA, but to the Clinical
Engineering fraternity as a whole.
I would like to thank two special people – Firstly
Lizanne for taking on the newsletter, and every time
creating a document that we all are proud to
distribute and display. Secondly to Rob Dickinson for
all the hard work and dedication with our website.
We realize that this is a difficult task, and we really
appreciate all the effort that you put into it to also
make us proud! Rob is busy updating the website,
and you are invited to visit the website and see the
changes.
We hope that CEASA will go from strength to
strength in 2014, and not only sustain the growth
that we experienced in 2013, but really be a voice
for Clinical Engineering in South Africa.
May 2014 bring you all lots of happiness, joy, success
and good health.

National Membership

CEASA National Paid up Members

Members Paid up
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In Your Region Western Cape

SAFHE/CEASA Breakfast 2013 with Prof. Tim
Noakes
By James Herbert

Above: Professor Tim Noakes delivering his speech at
the SAFHE/CEASA Breakfast

“Prof. Noakes is
an excellent
speaker and
motivated his
arguments very
well.”

The Western Cape branch held their annual
business breakfast in collaboration with the Southern
SAFHE branch at the beautiful D'Aria winery in
Durbanville on Friday morning the 22nd of
November. This event has become the highlight of
our annual calendar and was very well supported
by 170 delegates.
The activities were started by Kevin Poggenpoel
sharing the highlights of SAFHE activities for the year.
This was followed by James Herbert sharing the
CEASA highlights of 2013. The guest speaker for the
day was Prof. Tim Noakes who addressed the
audience on his controversial topic “The great diet
debate - What should we really be eating". Prof.
Noakes is an excellent speaker and motivated his
arguments very well. All present valued his insights
and look forward to trying his diet programs.
The talk was followed by a delicious breakfast,
fortunately with enough proteins to support Prof.
Noakes's guidelines. After the breakfast we had
some lucky draws and overall a great atmosphere
so close to year-end and another great event for
our branch.
Caption describing picture or graphic.

On behalf of the CEASA Western cape Committee
we would like to thank all the companies and
members that supported our activities so well over
the year.
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"It is the crowning effort
of a team of men and
women who bring at that
moment, the training of a
lifetime. Structured with
the inherited technique
and skill of a millennium all are fused to one
objective: to replace a dying
heart with a new one, to save
one life"
Christiaan Neethling Barnard
1922-2001

The Heart of Cape Town Museum
By James Herbert

The CEASA Western Cape branch arranged a
visit to the Heart of Cape Town Museum at the
Groote Schuur hospital on the 17th of October.
This event was supported by 40 delegates with
the costs covered by the CEASA Western
Cape Branch.
"The human heart transplant, one of the
greatest moments in medical history, was
made possible by an extraordinary interplay of
scientific dedication; human courage and
generosity and a timely chain of events.
Today, The Heart of Cape Town Museum
honours all those who played a major role in
the surgical feat that pushed the boundaries of
science, into the dawn of a new medical era,
an era in which it became possible
to
transplant the symbol of the essence of life, our
human heart."
It was a special event for all the delegates as
the Museum manages to make the experience
very real with a tour of the operating rooms
and telling the story as it happened.
Please feel free to visit the website:
http://www.heartofcapetown.co.za/ and be
sure to add this to your list of activities next time
you visit Cape Town.

Left: Groote Schuur Hospital hosts the Heart of Cape Town Museum. Attended by
CEASA Western Cape
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In Your Region –
Gauteng

CEASA Gauteng Breakfast
By Lizanne Heyns

Above: The Serengeti Golf Estate venue and Gauteng
Members enjoying breakfast

“…our Rand is the most
volatile currency in the
world.”

On 25 October the Gauteng branch held
their annual Breakfast meeting, hosted by
the beautiful Serengeti Golf Estate. There
was a great turnout from members with even
some non-members showing an interest. All
had a very enjoyable time listening to the
diverse speakers, while dining on a great
continental breakfast.
Wayne Rosenberg, from FX One Financial
Advisors held us captivated about the Rand
versus the American Dollar and how
everything is connected. He explained that
our Rand is the most volatile currency in the
world. The reason for it being that a lot of
countries love investing in our country, but as
soon as times get tough in their own
continent, they sell and our Rand takes a dip.
Even events like Marikana had a sizable
negative impact which he illustrated with an
“Events over Time” graph since the inception
of the Rand. He showed live with a website
called www.USDebtClock.org how the USA is
going into more and more debt with the
passing of each second and explained how
that influences the rest of the world.
Left: Wayne Rosenberg delivering eye opening information
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In Your Region –
Gauteng
Below: Max Moyo ignites passion with the attendees at
the Gauteng Breakfast

CEASA Gauteng Breakfast
Continued from page 6
Next up, the very interesting and well known Max
Moyo who started his own company, called
Ignite my Potential. Max is no ordinary
motivational
speaker.
He
grew
up
in
Mozambique and relayed his growing-up years
on how it has transformed him and that he knew
that he wasn’t just going to stay in the rural area
where he was born, but that more was waiting
for him, that he had potential to do anything
and the only person stopping him would be
himself. He talked about one’s own identity and
how you identify your talent, how you design
your purpose and follow that into leadership.
Max inspired us with telling us his story and how
he has changed his own life and seen the world
because of it.

Above: Karina Joubert recognizing that a face alone
can tell a story, even without sound.
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Karina Joubert was the last speaker for the
morning and talked about the science of Facial
Recognition. By looking at the height of
eyebrows, thickness of upper lips and even the
distance between eyes, one can tell a lot about
a person’s personality. Karina offered a short
reading after the breakfast meeting to those
interested who wanted to know more about
themselves. She also briefly explained the
difference in traits for example someone with
wide set eyes versus narrow set eyes which
made a lot of people nod their heads in
agreement to their own personality. This
concluded the meeting on a high note.
Left: Karina Joubert showing how our faces tell us more about ourselves and
other people
●
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In Your Region –
Easter Cape

News from the Eastern Cape
By Jeffrey Fry

“Topics like this
are always
exciting and very
informative
hence we
encourage
members to give
us feedback on
topics they’d like
to hear thus will
add value to the
profession.”
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The Eastern Cape Branch was well supported by
employees and companies during the year of
2013. Without a doubt this branch is growing from
strength to strength and we cannot wait to see
what 2014 holds for us.
Our last members meeting closed the year with
an interesting topic revolving around “Hospital
Information Systems” by Dennis Mannell. Topics
like this are always exciting and very informative
hence we encourage members to give us
feedback on topics they’d like to hear thus will
add value to the profession.
The current committee was elected on the 29th
July 2012 therefore as per agreement with the
National Council a new committee election will
commence in December 2014.
May you have a prosperous year ahead and
bear fruit to the Clinical Engineering field.
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In Your Region –
Easter Cape

“Observing this process
highlights the
importance of working
together as a team in
order to achieve a goal
as a Clinical Engineer
would with hospital
staff, doctors, suppliers
& equipment
manufactures.”

Member’s Meetings held
By Jeffrey Fry

The goal of Eastern Cape branch was to
establish itself with a sound committee &
work out logistical matters concerning the
region. Having the committee split up in
Port Elizabeth & East London has helped in
ensuring a balance. Our aim is to meet
minimum twice a year either by video
conference feed or individual regions.
This year the branch has held two meetings
- One in Port Elizabeth & one in East London
including a lucky draw at each meeting.

Above: Volkswagen South Africa in Uitenhage

The PE group met at VWSA in Uitenhage on
the 19th April 2013. Those present got to
observe the controlled yet precise
manufacturing
procedure
of
SA’s
bestselling ‘Polo’ line. Observing this
process highlights the importance of
working together as a team in order to
achieve a goal as a Clinical Engineer
would with hospital staff, doctors, suppliers
& equipment manufactures. Our result is to
Caption describing picture or graphic.
improve medical treatment for our patients
using healthcare technology.
Left: The showroom at VWSA Uitenhage
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In Your Region –
Easter Cape

Member Meetings held
Continued from page 9
The EL group met at Siyakhanda Medical
Services head office in East London on the
26th April 2013. This meeting open our eyes
& appreciation for today’s advancement
of medical care. From the ‘iron-lung’ to
porcelain bed pans, one cannot help think
how the world coped in the past.
We had a lucky draw at these meetings &
the winners are Matthys Olivier; Bonga
Mabentsela & Laro Fourie. They received
two tickets to either a rugby or cricket

Below: Member’s being shown antique medical
equipment
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ECSA Update

Progress on the Registration of
Clinical Engineering Practitioners
By Johan Pienaar, Consultant:
Registration & CPD,Engineering Council

“Registration is still not
compulsory although 18
persons have already
registered. A number of
Technologists in CE have
also been registered. The
DoH has now delayed
this process and has a
lower priority.
ECSA has now put their
initiative in the IDoEW
Regulations so as to in
the end make CE and
other
categories
compulsory.
This
process seems to be
more successful as all
engineering directions
are addressed. We won’t
see any legal outcomes
on
compulsory
registration by ECSA
and the Council for the
Built Environment (CBE)
before 2015.”

Johan van Roon
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Good progress has been made since
January 2013 in finalizing the IDoEW
Regulations. As promised, I am giving the
following background on the way the
IDoEW Regulations are compiled:
The point of departure of IDoEW is not to
regulate the action/work of an individual
engineer, but to regulate the work which
only registered engineering practitioners
may do. The unregistered/ incompetent
engineering practitioner should be
prevented to practice engineering. As
further mentioned to you, it is envisaged
that the draft regulations will be
forwarded
to
the
Competition
Commission early in the New Year, if
everything goes according to plan.
The IDoEW draft regulations provide for
be broken up into the different stages in
the engineering work environment. Three
stages are suggested:
(i) Scope of work from receiving an
engineering brief (inception) till full
completion of the task;
(ii) What the competencies are which
the engineering practitioner in the
category of registration concerned
require to do the actual work;
(iii) The actual work or practice areas
within the broad engineering field within
which the engineering practitioner
operates
(the
distinct
differences
between disciplines are highlighted).
Continued on page 12
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National

Progress of the Registration of
Clinical Engineering Practitioners

Contact Details

Suggestions?
Questions?

Gauteng – Mohamed Bera
ceasagauteng@gmail.com
Western Cape – Royden Peirone

Continued from page 11

Level descriptors or definitions describing
what the differences are between
complex, broadly defined, well defined
and
narrowly/specifically
defined
engineering activities, are included in
the draft regulations. The regulations in
fact give legal certainty to the level of
engineering activities expected to be
performed by the four different
professional categories of professional
engineer,
professional
engineering
technologist, professional certificated
engineer and professional engineering
technician, as well as the specified
categories of registration, like the
Registered
Medical
Equipment
Maintainer, Registered Lift Inspector, etc.
respectively.

ceasawc@gmail.com
Eastern Cape – Jeffrey Fry
ceasaec@gmail.com
Kwazulu-Natal – Rob Dickinson
ceasakzn@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/ceasa.national
http://www.ceasa-national.org.za/
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